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Abbreviations

Learned-task: performance of the task with the hand used during acquisition

Normal-task: performance of the task in the original-oriented version with the untrained hand

Mirror-task: performance of the task in the mirror-reversed version with the untrained hand
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1 Introduction
1.1 Behavioural Research
It is well known that practice of novel movements with one arm affects subsequent

performance with the other arm. So-called intermanual transfer has been demonstrated for a

number of tasks, such as finger tapping (Laszlo et al., 1970), keyboard pressing (Taylor and

Heilman, 1980), inverted or reversed writing (Hicks, 1970; Vaid and Stiles-Davis, 1989;

Parlow and Kinsbourne, 1989 and 1990; Yang, 1997; Latash, 1999), figure drawing

(Halsband, 1992; Thut et al., 1996) and reaching during Coriolis force perturbations (Dizio

and Lackner, 1995) or during visuomotor displacements (Elliott and Roy, 1981; Imamizu and

Shimojo, 1996; Imamizu and Kawato, 1998).

There is ample evidence that the effect of opposite hand training on the performance of the

untrained hand depends on the hand used during initial learning. The transfer direction

reported most often is the transfer from the dominant right to the non-dominant left hand

(Laszlo et al., 1970; Halsband, 1992; Dizio and Lackner, 1995; Thut et al., 1996;

Criscimagna-Hemminger, 2002). In contrast, there are only few reports of superior transfer

effect from left to the dominant right hand as compared to the transfer from the right towards

the left hand (Hicks, 1970; Yang, 1997).

Furthermore, there is evidence that patterns of intermanual transfer differ for different features

of the movement. For instance, Thut et al. (1996) who investigated a figure drawing task

reported that speed transferred best from the right to left hand, spatial accuracy in the opposite

direction. Sainburg and Wang (2002) showed, for a visuomotor rotation task, prominent

transfer effects for initial movement direction during the right-to-left hand transfer (as

compared to left-to-right-hand transfer), whereas final hand position revealed positive transfer

effects in the opposite direction.

Importantly, behavioural studies strongly suggest that the benefit of acquired motor skills for

actions executed with the opposite hand depends on whether the initially trained task, called

here as Learned-task, is repeated by the untrained hand in its original orientation, in the

following referred to as Normal-task, or in the mirror-oriented version, in the following

referred as Mirror-task.

There exists evidence that motor learning with the right hand facilities predominantly the

Mirror-task rather than the Normal-task performed by the left hand. For instance, it is known

for over 100 years that ‘mirror writing with the left hand is easier done than left-handed

writing in the regular form’ (Orton, 1928), an observation that has been confirmed in more

recent studies (Vaid et al., 1989; Yang, 1997).
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Concerning the left-to-right hand transfer, it has been demonstrated that left-handed training

improves the Normal-task, but not the Mirror-task with the right hand. Interestingly, there are

reports (Thut et al., 1996 and 1997) that left-handed training leads to a decrease of velocity in

relearning the right-handed Mirror-task. That is, subjects performed the right-handed task

slower after than without left-handed motor learning

1.2 Current Models of Intermanual Transfer
A number of models have been put forward to explain the dependence of intermanual transfer

performance on the hand used at acquisition and the orientation of the transfer task.

Asymmetric transfer effects are described in the so-called cross activation model and callosal

access model. Prominent transfer effects from the right towards the left hand are explained by

the cross activation model. The callosal access model is appropriate to describe positive

transfer from the left to the right hand. The so-called model of coordinate processing explains

the specific control of the Normal-task and Mirror-task

2.2.1 Cross Activation Model

The cross activation model proposes that during training with the right arm a duplicate

engram is stored in the right cerebral hemisphere (see figure 1). This information is then

directly accessible to the left arm controller during subsequent movements (Parlow and

Kinsbourne, 1989). By contrary, sensorimotor skill acquired during training with the left arm

is restricted to the contralateral right hemisphere. Consequently, to permit the control of the

right hand, learned left-handed information must be transferred from the right to the left

hemisphere.
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Figure 1. Cross Activation Model. Motor engrams are indicated by ‘M’. After right-handed

training, motor engrams are stored in both hemispheres, after left-handed training in the right

hemisphere only. Hence, interhemispheric information transfer is needed during the left-to-

right hand transfer, but not during the right-to-left hand transfer.

Cross Activation Model

Initial learning

Transfer performance

Right-to-left hand transfer Left-to-right hand transfer

Right hand

Right  handLeft  hand
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2.2.2 Callosal Access Model

The callosal access model was derived from findings showing that the right hand benefits

more from opposite hand training than did the left hand (Taylor and Heilamn, 1980). The idea

of this model is that during initial training motor engrams are stored in the left hemisphere,

regardless of the hand used during motor training. Thus, the right arm may benefit from the

initial training with the left arm because the learned information is stored in the hemisphere

that controls the right arm. As a result, interhemispheric connections are involved during the

repetition of a learned task with the left hand, but not during subsequent transfer to the right

hand (see figure 2).

Figure 2 Callosal Access Model. Motor engrams (‘M’) are stored in the left hemisphere,

independently on the hand used during training. Consequently, interhemispheric information

transfer is required during intermanual transfer from the right to the left hand, but not from the

left to the right hand.

Callosal Access Model

Initial learning

Transfer performance

Right-to-left hand transfer Left-to-right hand transfer

Right hand

Right  handLeft  hand

Left  hand
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1.2.3 Model of Coordinate Processing

This model describes intermanual transfer performance of the Normal-task and Mirror-task

and considers the representation of learned information in different frames of reference.

During visuomotor integration, visually derived representations of the target are transformed

into appropriate motor patterns (Soetching and Flanders, 1989; Wolpert et al., 1995). The

translation between coordinates of different reference frames is essential for these processes

(Kawato et al., 1988; Atkeson, 1989; Andersen et al., 1993). The location of the movement

target is initially coded in an external, eye-centered reference frame and is mapped into a

body-centered frame used for motor output. In the following, coordinates that describe the

location of an object extrinsic to the subjects - as mediated by vision – are referred to as

extrinsic coordinates. In contrast, intrinsic coordinates describe the orientation of ‘body

segments with reference to the body-midline (Soetching and Flanders, 1989).

Recall of acquired Coordinates During Intermanual Transfer

Intermanual transfer of movements learned previously with one hand and executed with the

other hand either in the original orientation or in mirror orientation can be explained by

specific coordinates established during the learning period (Imamizu and Kawato, 1998;

Malfait et al., 2002; Criscimagna-Hemminger et al., 2003). During the control of the Normal-

task, extrinsic coordinates are similar to those during the repetition of the Learned-task. In

contrast, during the movement execution of the Mirror-task, intrinsic coordinates are

preserved. Thus, a benefit of the untrained hand from opposite hand training may be due to

the recall of intrinsic coordinates during the Mirror-task and due to the access to learned

extrinsic coordinates during the Normal-task (see figure 3).
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Coordinate Processing during Intermanual Transfer. Extrinsic coordinates are indicated by the

thick arcuated arrows representing the direction of the movement in extra-personal space.

Intrinsic coordinates are indicated by angles ∆α and  ∆β which represent the angles between

shoulder and upper arm during the movement. Initial arm and pen position (cross) are

indicated in gray. The position after finishing the movement is presented in black. During the

Mirror-task, intrinsic coordinates are the same as in the Learned-task (∆α),whereas extrinsic

coordinates have to be modified. During the Normal-task, intrinsic coordinates need

modification (∆β), while extrinsic coordinates are recalled in their unchanged form.

Figure 3. Model of Coordinate Processing. Extrinsic coordinates are indicated by the thick

arcuated arrows representing the direction of the movement in extra-personal space. Intrinsic

coordinates are indicated by angles ∆α and  ∆β which represent the angles between

shoulder and upper arm during the movement. Initial arm and pen position (cross) are

indicated in gray. The position after finishing the movement is presented in black. During the

Mirror-task, intrinsic coordinates are the same as in the Learned-task (∆α), whereas extrinsic

coordinates have to be modified. During the Normal-task, intrinsic coordinates need

modification (∆β), while extrinsic coordinates are recalled in their unchanged form.

Learned-task

Mirror-task

Normal-task
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Modification of Coordinates During Intermanual Transfer

It seems likely that both extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates are accessed in any transfer task.

First, in ventral premotor cortex (Kurata and Hishi, 2002) and superior parietal cortex

(Lacquanati et al., 1995; Scott et al., 1997; Buneo et al., 2002), a significant proportion of

neurons is modulated by changes of both visual and motor parameters. Such cells presumably

code both extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates during the control of the transfer hand in

intermanual transfer tasks. Furthermore, visual information stored in extrinsic coordinates is

generally essential for the planning of visually-guided movements (Flanagan and Rao, 1995;

Rossetti et al., 1995) and their online control (Servos and Goodale, 1994). Thus, accurate

performance of movements transferred from the trained to the untrained hand depends on

information encoded in both reference frames and, consequently, intermanual transfer

requires not only recall of coordinates acquired during training, but also involves processes of

modification. Both the recall of extrinsic and the modification of intrinsic coordinates are

necessary during the Normal-task and likewise the recall of intrinsic and the modification of

extrinsic coordinates are required during the Mirror-task.

1.3 Hypotheses and Aims of Present Study
The cross activation model explains greater transfer effects of right-handed skill as compared

with left-handed acquired skill. Since right-hand training effects are superior on the Mirror-

task relatively to the Normal-task, the cross activation model might be appropriate to explain

intermanual transfer performance of the Mirror-task. This model suggests that stored

information of the right hemisphere is accessed during transfer in both directions. Thus, one

may argue that the right hemisphere provides information which is specifically accessed in

the Mirror-task.

The callosal access model has been derived from reports of higher transfer effects after left-

handed than after right-handed skill acquisition. Considering of reports that of superior left-

hand training effects on the Normal-task as compared to the Mirror-task, mechanisms

underlying the performance of the Normal-task might be explained by the callosal access

model. The view of this model that learned information of the left hemisphere controls the

opposite hand leads to the assumption that the left hemisphere plays  a dominant role in the

control of the Normal-task.

Therefore, one might assume that the left hemisphere is responsible for coordinate processing

in the Normal-task, and the right hemisphere for coordinate processing in the Mirror-task.
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Following the view of the model of coordinate processing, both the recall and the

modification of acquired coordinates might be responsible for an assumed specific role of

right and left hemisphere in the control of the Normal-task and Mirror-task (see table 1).

Table 1: Coordinate Processing During Intermanual Transfer and Assumed Hemisphere

Specialisation.

Intrinsic coordinates Extrinsic coordinates Hemisphere specialisation

Normal-task Modification Recall Left

Mirror-task Recall unchanged Modification Right

Assuming that the role of each hemisphere is due to the recall

of learned information, the right hemisphere might be specific

in the presentation of intrinsic information, the left for

extrinsic representations. In contrast, taken that each hemisphere is specifically

engaged in the modification of acquired coordinates, the role of the left hemisphere in the

control of the Normal-task might be due to the transformation of acquired intrinsic

coordinates. Correspondingly, the modification of learned extrinsic coordinates might be

encoded predominantly in the right hemisphere.

Previous findings from behavioural and clinical research are compatible with each of these

possibilities.

Concerning the role of the left hemisphere in the control of the Normal-task, Wards and co-

workers (1989) suggested that the left hemisphere uses a strategy of motor learning that codes

movements ‘relative to a neutral reference point’. This view is in accord with a left-

hemispheric specialisation in the recall of extrinsic coordinates. On the contrary, there are also

reports which are more compatible with a dominant role of the left hemisphere in the

modification of intrinsic coordinates. Rodriguez and co-workers (1989 and 19991) analysed

patterns of spontaneous mirror writing in patients with left hemispheric lesions and

interpreted their findings as a failure to reverse the right-hand writing motor patterns.

There are also different interpretations with respect to the role of the right hemisphere in the

control of the Mirror-task. Wards and colleauges (1984) proposed ‘a right-hemisphere based

motoric strategy in skill acquisition, which rely on cues derived from limb movement

direction, i.e. movements directed toward or away from the body midline’. This idea is
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equivalent with the view of a right-hemispheric feature in the recall of intrinsic coordinates.

On the other hand, there are a number of studies that showed a dominant role of the right

hemisphere in the adaptation to novel extrinsic visual cues (e.g. Deiber et al., 1997; Inoue et

al., 1997). According to these reports, the role of the right hemisphere in the Mirror-task

might be due to the modification of learned extrinsic information.

The main goal of the present study was to identify topography and time-course of coordinate

processing during the Normal-task and Mirror-task. In particular, it was intended to

investigated whether and how the left and right hemisphere are specifically involved in the

processing of acquired intrinsic and extrinsic information.

1.4 Logic of Data Analysis
EEG-recordings in combination with different analytical techniques were used to study when

(with respect to movement onset) and where (with respect to brain regions) recall and

modification of extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates occurs during intermanual transfer.

First, movement-related potentials including movement-preceding potentials, which reflect

cortical activation during movement preparation and execution  (Kornhuber and Deecke,

1965; Deecke et al., 1969; Deecke and Kornhuber, 1976; Kristeva, 1977) were used to assess

activation of specific cortical brain regions. Second, task-related power, and third, task-related

coherence were calculated in the frequency domain. Decreases in power both in the alpha-

band ranging from 8 to 13 Hz and in the beta-band between 13 and 20 Hz are assumed to

reflect cortical activation. In contrast, increases of task-related power are associated with

cortical areas of idling state (Pfurtscheller, 1991; Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 1992; Leocini et

al., 1997). EEG-coherence is an indicator of functional connectivity between different cortical

areas and reflects network-like activation (Rappelsberger et al., 1994; Andrew and

Pfurtscheller, 1996; Classen et al., 1998; Leoconi et al., 1997; Manganotti et al., 1998; Gerloff

et al., 1998; Andres et al., 1999).

In the present experiment the analysis of EEG parameters was based on the following

considerations: If learned representations remain unchanged during intermanual transfer,

EEG-activation associated with the transfer task is assumed to be identical with the Learned-

task.  However, if learned representations are modified during transfer, EEG-activation during

intermanual transfer will reveal changes in EEG-activity as compared to the Learned-task.

Since transfer tasks were performed with the non-dominant left hand and since they have been

trained less than the Learned-task, one might object that the observed differences in EEG-
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patterns between the transfer tasks and the Learned-task and reflect higher processing

demands in the Normal-task and Mirror-task as compared to the Learned-task. In order not to

intermingle specific processes of coordinate recall and modification with these types of

general transfer effects, in a first step of the analysis differences between EEG parameters of

the Normal-task and the Mirror-task were identified. In a second step of the analysis EEG

patterns of the Normal-task and the Mirror-task were separately compared to the Learned-task

in order to identify differences and similarities between the transfer-tasks and the Learned-

task that indicate processes of coordinate modification and recall, respectively.

In summary, the comparison of the two transfer tasks (Normal-task and Mirror-task) with the

Learned-task may reveal two possible patterns:

First, EEG-patterns of the Normal-task, but not of the Mirror-task differ from those of the

Learned-task , which indicates processing of extrinsic coordinates (recall during the Normal-

task and modification during the Mirror-task). Second, EEG-parameters of the Mirror-task,

but not of the Normal-task differ from those of the Learned-task. This possibility is

compatible with the processing of intrinsic coordinates.
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2 Subjects and Methods
2.1 Subjects
A total of 44 subjects (20 male) aging from 21 to 44 years participated in the study after

having given informed consent in accordance to the declaration of Helsinki. This study was

performed in full accordance with the local ethic policies. All subjects were right-handed

according to the Edinburgh handedness inventory (Oldfield, 1971). 18 subjects (10 males)

participated in the first part of the experiment which investigated the right-to-left hand

transfer, 16 subjects aging from 23 to 38 years (10 males) took part in the second part which

addressed the left-to-right hand transfer. In each group, half of the subjects were assigned to

an experimental group that first trained the drawing of a figure using one hand. Subsequently,

they underwent EEG recordings while repeating  the Learned-task and while performing the

figure drawing in its normal and mirror version by the opposite untrained hand. The

remaining subjects served as a control group for the behavioural task, executing the right-

handed movement and the left-handed normal and mirror movement without previous

opposite hand training.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 The Task

The motor task performed by all subjects required the drawing of a complex meaningless

figure with a pen on a writing pad. The figure consisted of two different geometric regular

and asymmetric geometric forms (figure 4). Subjects had full visual control over their

drawing hand. However, the pen used was inkless and produced no visual trace. Since

positive effects of intermanual transfer, studied in the experimental group have been reported

to be more consistent for proximal actions than for distal movements (Thut et al., 1996) the

involvement of proximal muscles during movement execution was assured by fixating the

subjects’ wrist by hand cuffs.
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Figure 4. Template of Figure Drawing. Numbers and arrows indicate the course of the

movement. For easier learning, the trajectory was introduced subsequently in two segments

(grey: first segment, black: second segment. Total size of the figure was 10 x 10 cm².

2.2.2 Experimental Design

Prior to the EEG-measurement subjects of the experimental group practised figure drawing

with either their right or left hands. The figure had to be performed within a frame of 10 cm x

10 cm in size. The starting point of the movement was indicated by a small circle. Initially,

the required drawing was demonstrated to the subjects. In order to facilitate the learning of the

complex figure, the two segments of the figure were presented separately, one after the other

(Figure 4). Subjects were instructed to redraw each of the segments 5 times. Thereafter,

subjects had to reproduce the whole figure. Each trial consisted of a movement execution

phase of three seconds duration where subjects had to perform the whole figure without

interruption (corresponding to a velocity of about 20 cm/sec). Figure performance was paced

by a metronome (1 bps) and a voice informing subjects about onset and requested end of task

execution. No synchronisation of individual figure elements with metronome beats was

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

8
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requested. Each trial was followed by a resting interval of about 5 seconds. The training phase

comprised 5 blocks of 10 trials each with a pause of half a minute between blocks.

After training, EEG-activity was recorded in the experimental group while subjects

reproduced the acquired movement under different conditions. During the first task (Learned-

task) subjects reproduced the previously trained figure with the right hand. In the second and

third tasks which were performed during subsequent blocks, subjects were asked to redraw

the learned figure with the left hand in normal (Normal-task) and mirror orientations (Mirror-

task), respectively. Pacing was the same as under the training phase. However, unlike the

training phase, subjects had to perform the movement trajectories without a given frame.

They were asked to draw figures at approximately the same size as they had done during the

training phase. To avoid blinking, subjects were instructed to gaze at a cross in front of the

writing pad. The control group had to perform the same tasks as the experimental group,

however without any right-previous contralateral hand training. Control subjects were

requested to perform only one block of each movement condition. The sequence of

conditions, first Mirror-task and subsequently Normal-task or vice versa was balanced across

subjects.

EEG was recorded in the experimental group during the Learned-task in 10 blocks of 5 trials

each. In the following blocks subjects had to draw the figure in normal and mirror fashion

with their untrained left hands. These intermanual transfer phases consisted of 10 blocks for

each transfer task resulting in a total of 20 blocks of 5 trials each. To reduce systematic effects

of time on motor performance, e.g. learning effects and changes in attention, subjects were

requested to perform the Normal-task and the Mirror-task in alternating blocks. Therefore,

after completion of each block, subjects were instructed to change the orientation of the

movement.

2.2.3 EEG-Recording

During reproduction and transfer phase, EEG was recorded using Ag/AgCl electrodes placed

on the skull at nine scalp positions (F3, C3, P3, Fz, Cz, Pz, F4, C4 and P4) according to the

10-20 system (Jasper, 1958). Electrically linked earlobes were used as reference. The ground

electrode was placed on the forehead. Electrode impedances were kept below 7 kΩ. To record

the electro-oculogram, additional Ag/AgCl electrodes were placed supra- and suborbitally to

the right eye and 2 cm external to the outer canthus of each eye. One bipolar EMG channel

was recorded from surface electrodes located at the distal tendon and the belly (15 cm apart)
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of the biceps of the arm used for the execution of the actually requested motor task. A

programmable DC coupled SynAmps amplifier (NeuroScan 4.0; gain 2,500) was used to

record EEG continuously in DC-mode. Sampling rate was set to 500 Hz with a lowpass filter

of 80 Hz.
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3 Data Analysis

3.1 Behavioural Parameters
Since training effects during task performance have to be considered, the analysis of motor

performance was done for the last of the 10 blocks for the Learned-task and for the first block

of each transfer task. In order to quantify changes in figure size and form for the different

tasks, a rectangular frame that was vertically and horizontally adjusted to the figure of each

trial was determined. Figure size was determined by the product of width and height and

related to the ideal figure size of 100 cm2. Figure form was defined as ratio of height to width.

Of these ‘size and form coefficients’, a value close to 1 indicated no change in the layout of

the trajectory, whereas changes are reflected by values different from 1.

Considering that a decrease of inter-trial variance of drawings results in an increased overlap,

variability of figure drawings across trials was assessed by estimating the area covered by the

drawing lines within a selected block. Consequently, low variability would result in a smaller

area than high variability. In a first step of the analysis, line thickness of figures of each block

was set to 1 cm. Then, figures were adjusted to the size of the ideal figure that had been

presented to the subjects. Adjustment was done by magnification or reduction in vertical and

horizontal dimension. Then, figures of different trials within one block were overlaid and the

pixel area which was covered by the lines was determined and related to the area which was

associated with the ideal figure.

In order to assess transfer, performance of the same task (either the Normal-task and the

Mirror-task) after opposite hand training (in the experimental group) were compared with

those of subjects who did not undergo a previous training phase (i.e. subjects of the control

group). If transfer of previously acquired capabilities occurs, task performance of the

untrained hand – that is used during transfer (during the control of the Normal-task and

Mirror-task) – will be significantly different after as compared with action performance

without opposite hand training. In case of absent transfer effects, performance of the transfer

tasks will not reveal any significant differences between the experimental and the control

group.
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3.2 Neurophysiological Parameters
Ocular artefacts were marked by visual inspection and corresponding trials were discarded

from further analysis. A minimum of 30 trials was requested for each task and each subject. In

order to detect the onset of figure drawing EMG-bursts were marked by visual inspection of

highpass filtered EMG (30 Hz). The onset was defined by the time point where the EMG-

activity reached 30 % of the maximal amplitude for the first time. Although this method has

only limited accuracy in defining movement onset, it was regarded sufficient for the study of

movement preparation processes like early and late Bereitschaftspotential that revealed time

constants of more than 300 ms. Additionally, the actual duration of task performance within

the given three seconds interval was determined by analysing EMG-activity.

For EEG analysis, the average reference was calculated. EEG-data were analysed using three

approaches, i.e. movement-related cortical potentials, power and coherence analyses.

3.2.1 Movement-Related Potentials

To study movement-evoked potentials, epochs of 100 ms duration were defined ranging from

1200 ms before to 3800 ms after onset of the EMG-burst. Baseline correction was done by

subtracting the mean amplitude of the time interval from –1200 ms to –800 ms. For each

condition, single sweeps were averaged across trials. Subsequently, data were bandpass

filtered between 0.5 Hz to 5 Hz. Since pre-movement negativity emerges within 200 to 500

ms prior movement onset, filtering between 0.5 and 5 Hz was optimal to depict changes in

EEG-potential. The course of activity was characterised by calculating the mean activity of

100 ms time intervals. For the pre-movement period 8 values were obtained per subject,

condition and electrode.

3.2.2 EEG- Power

For the analysis of task-related power, EEG-signals were digitally bandpass filtered off-line

(1-50 Hz, slope 24 dB/octave) and segmented into five non-overlapping epochs of 1024 ms

duration. Thus, frequency resolution was 0.977 Hz. The first epoch corresponded to the

period 4024 ms to 3000 ms prior movement onset and was chosen as resting condition, the

second epoch corresponded to the pre-motor phase, namely from 1024 ms to movement onset.

The further three epochs were related to the movement execution phase. For each electrode

and each trial, power spectral densities were computed using the fast Fourier transform

algorithm. To reduce the effects of inter-subject and inter-electrode variations in absolute

spectral power, task-related power at an electrode i was calculated by subtracting the absolute
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power during the resting interval Power_resti from the power of the activation condition

(Power_activationi) according to the equation: Poweri = Power_activationi – Power_resti.

Therefore, power increases are expressed as positive values, power decreases reflecting

cerebral activation are expressed as negative values (Leocani et al., 1997; Manganotti et al.

1998). Broad-band power changes for the theta- (4-8 Hz), alpha (9-12 Hz) and beta-(18-22

Hz) frequency bands were obtained by averaging the power of the respective frequency bins.

3.2.3 EEG-Coherence

Because parieto-frontal connections are known to be critical in coordinate transformation,

electrode pairs of interest were determined as pairs including parietal and frontal electrodes.

Coherence was calculated for electrode pairs F3-F4, F3-P3, F3-P4, F4-P3, F4-P4 and P3-P4

according to the following equation, implemented in commercial software (Vision Analyzer,

BrainVision, Munich, Germany).

,

where fik (λ) and fjk (λ) are the complex spectra of the EEG activity for frequency λ at

electrode i and j and for trial k. f*
jk denotes the complex conjugate of fjk. Intervals were of

1024 ms duration corresponding to 512 sampling points. Time segments were windowed by a

Hamming window. To reduce the effect of inter-subject variability and variations between

electrode pairs of absolute coherence, task-related coherence (Coh ij) was obtained by

subtracting the coherence during rest (Coh_restij) from the activation condition

(Coh_activationij): Cohij = Coh_activationij – Coh_restij.

Therefore, increments in coherence were expressed as positive and decrements as negative

coherence values. Broad-band analyses were performed for theta- (4-8Hz), alpha- (9-12Hz)

and beta-bands (18-22Hz) by averaging coherences of corresponding frequency bins.
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3.3 Statistics
To test the statistical significance of task differences, ANOVAs including the repeated

measurement factor TASK with levels “Normal-task”, “Mirror-task“ and “Learned-task” were

applied (SuperANOVA, Abacus Concepts, Berkley USA). In order to assess differences in

topography of motor related potentials, power and coherence an additional factor either

ELECTRODES or ELECTRODE PAIRS was introduced. Finally, comparing behavioural effects of

movement performance between the experimental group and the control group a factor

GROUP was introduced. In case of more than two levels of within factors the Huyn-Feldt

correction for violations of the sphericity assumption of variances was applied.  Statistical

significance level was set to α = 0.05. To characterise the results in more detail, post-hoc

analyses were done in two steps. First, means of Normal-task and Mirror-task were compared

to identify effects of coordinate processing. Second, to distinguish between processes of

modification and recall, both Normal-task and Mirror-task were compared to the Learned-task

in separate analyses.
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4 Results
4.1 Right-to-left Hand Transfer
4.1.1 Behavioural Data

To assess effects of right-handed training on motor performance, figure drawings of the

experimental group were compared to that of a control group that had experienced no training.

For the statistical analysis a two-factorial design was calculated, using the factors GROUP

(control versus experimental group) and figure SIZE (ideal size versus reproduced figure size).

In additional analysis figure FORM (ideal form versus reproduced form in the right-handed

task) and inter-trial VARIABILITY (area covered by the ideal figure versus area covered by the

right-handed task) was examined. For figure size, no differences between groups could be

found (figure 5A). Concerning figure FORM, the analysis yielded a significant GROUP x FORM

interaction [p= 0.001; F(1, 16) = 14.8]. Post-hoc ANOVA of repeated measures revealed that

drawing of figure size of the untrained control group differed highly significantly from the

ideal value of 1.0 [p < 0.0001; F(1, 8) = 50.9]. By contrast, figure performance of the

experimental group did not significantly differ from the ideal form (figure 5B).

Concerning inter-trial variability in the drawing performance, a highly significant interaction

of VARIABILTY x GROUP indicated that the experimental and the control group deviated

differently from a perfect figure copying that is indicated by a value of 1.0 [p  < 0.001;

F(1,16) = 721]. The untrained control group revealed a larger variability [p < 0.001; F(1, 16)

= 416]  as compared to the experimental group [p < 0.001; F(1,16) = 160; see figure 5C].

To estimate whether acquired motor skill with the right hand is used during the transfer tasks,

additional analyses comparing motor performance between the transfer tasks were performed.

Figure form and variability differed highly significantly between the experimental and the

control group [p = 0.005; F(1, 16) = 10.6 and p =  0.0001; F(1, 16) = 38.28, for form and

variability, respectively]. For both parameters, no significant GROUP x TASK interactions were

found which would have been expected if training only affected the Learned-task in the

experimental group but not the tasks of intermanual transfer.
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Figure 5. Behavioural Performance of the Right-to-Left Hand Transfer. Behavioural

measures were taken from 5 selected subsequent trials (see Experimental Procedures). Bars

indicate group means and mean standard error. The ideal values of 1.0 (dashed line)

represents ideal figure performance (see Data analysis).

A. Figure size as estimated by width x height.

B. Distortion of performed figure form with reference to the ideal figure. Figure form was

calculated as ratio of height to width. Positive values indicate a horizontal, negative values a

vertical squeezing.

C. Inter-trial variability of figure drawing. The pixel area which was covered by the figures

drawn was determined and related to the area covered by the ideal figure. Prior to the

overlay, figures were adjusted in height and width to the size of the ideal figure.
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4.1.2 Neurophysiological Data

4.1.2.1 Movement-Related Potentials

As observed in figure 6A, cerebral responses revealed a steadily developing negativity for the

Normal-task preceding the movement-onset at about 400 ms. In the Mirror-task and Learned-

task, by contrast, no such negative wave was apparent. Moreover, the Mirror-task revealed

even a pre-movement positivity, particularly at the left frontal electrode (F3). ANOVA

analysing effects of tasks and topography on the amplitude of the motor potential showed a

significant ELECTRODE x TASK-interaction for the interval ranging from –300 ms to –200 ms

[p = 0.04;  ε = 0.29; F(16, 128) = 2.67] and for the interval from –200 ms to –100 ms [p =

0.050; ε = 0.29; F(16, 128) = 2.39]. Post-hoc analyses for the first interval revealed that

amplitudes of the Normal-task differed from Mirror-task at frontal (F3, Fz and F4) and left

and mid-central (C3 and Cz) electrodes (see figure 6B). This effect was highly significant for

all frontal electrodes, however, more pronounced at left-frontal [F3: p = 0.0002; F(1, 16) =

43.39] and midline electrodes [Fz: p = 0.002; F(1, 16) = 25.04] as compared to the right

frontal electrode [F4: p = 0.009; F(1, 16) = 14.67]. For central electrodes, negativity was

larger for the Normal-task as compared to the Mirror-task over the left hemisphere [C3: p =

0.02; F(1, 16) = 8.88] and at the midline [Cz: p = 0.04; F(1, 16) = 6.91]. The comparison

between the Normal-task and the Learned-task revealed a stronger negativity for the Normal-

task at mid-frontal [Fz: p = 0.0009; F(1, 16) = 30.01] and latero-frontal electrodes [F3: p =

0.004; F(1, 16) = 20.73 and F4: p = 0.003; F(1, 16) = 21.08] and also at the left central and

midline electrodes [C3: p = 0.01; F(1, 16) = 12.59;  Cz: p = 0.007; F(1, 16) = 16.11]. No

significant differences were found between amplitudes of the Mirror-task and the Learned-

task. The positive deflection seen in the Mirror-task did not differ significantly from the

Learned-task (p = 0.07).
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Figure 6. Movement-Related Potentials.

A. Grand-average slopes for the interval ranging from 800ms prior to 1200ms after

movement onset (movement onset is indicated by the vertical arrow) are shown for the

Learned-task (thin line), the Mirror-task (dashed line) and the Normal-task (thick line).

Significant task effects observed in the interval from -300 ms to -100 ms before movement

initiation (grey hatched area) are marked by asterisks.

B. Mean amplitude and standard error of the movement-related potentials for the Learned-

task (white),  the Mirror-task (grey) and the Normal-task (black) in the time interval between -

300 ms to -200 ms before movement onset. Asterisks indicate the level of significance of

differences between tasks. *** = p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05.
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4.1.2.2 EEG-Power

Significant differences of EEG-power between tasks were found only in the beta-band (18-22

Hz) for the interval prior to movement onset [p = 0.0008, ε = 0.6; F(2, 16) = 21.4]. Contrast

analysis revealed that beta-power in the Normal-task was lower as compared to the Mirror-

task [p = 0.002; F(1, 16) = 24.76] and as compared to the Learned-task [p = 0.0004; F(1, 16)

= 38.04]. Additionally, a significant TASK x ELECTRODE-interaction for beta-power [p =

0.0001; ε = 0.17; F(16, 128) = 12.97] was found. Post-hoc analyses indicated that beta power

in the Normal-task was significantly lower as compared to the Learned-task at parietal, right

central and latero-frontal electrodes [p < 0.001, F(1, 64) > 55; for all these electrodes; see

figure 7). Furthermore, the beta-power in the Normal-task differed significantly from that in

the Mirror-task at right central and at latero-frontal sites [p < 0.001; F(1, 64) > 55]. The

comparison of beta-power between the Normal-task and the Learned-task revealed significant

differences at the same sites [p < 0.0001; F(1, 64) > 58].

Figure 7. EEG-Power. Average changes in power in the pre-movement period (-1024 ms to 0

ms) in the beta-range (18 - 22 Hz) with respect to the baseline interval (-4024 ms to -3000

ms). Error bars indicate standard errors. EEG power is shown for the Learned-task (white),

the Mirror-task (grey) and the Normal-task (black) at the 9 electrode positions defined by

10/20 system. Asterisks indicate the level of significance of differences between tasks. *** =

p< 0.0001.
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4.1.2.3 EEG-Coherence

Alpha-band (8-12Hz)

The ANOVA of inter-electrode coherence showed a general TASK effect for the period prior

to movement onset for the alpha-band [p = 0.047; ε = 0.80; F(2, 16) = 4.16, see figure 6A].

Post-hoc analysis revealed a strongly decreased coherence associated with the Normal-task as

compared to the Mirror-task [p = 0.02; F(1, 16) = 4.16]. Additionally, there was a significant

ELECTRODE PAIR x TASK effect [p = 0.04;  ε = 0.80; F(10, 80) = 2.19]. Contrast analysis

showed that the coherence in the Normal-task as compared to the Learned-task decreased

significantly for all electrode pairs [p < 0.01; F(1, 80) > 5.9]. A significant increase of

coherence was found for the Mirror-task as compared to the Learned-task for all fronto-

parietal electrode-pairs except F4-P4 [p < 0.05; F(1, 80) > 4.1, see figure 8A].

Beta-band (18-22 Hz)

A significant TASK effect was found for the pre-movement period [p = 0.03; ε = 0.98; F(2, 16)

= 8.7]. Coherence in the Normal-task was generally lower as compared to the Mirror-task [p =

0.001; F(1, 16) = 15.97] and to the Learned-task [p = 0.008, F(1, 16) = 9.35]. Furthermore,

the ANOVA showed a significant ELECTRODE PAIR x TASK effect [p = 0.004; ε = 0.82; F(1,

80) = 3.17]. Coherences in the Mirror-task were significantly higher as compared to the

Learned-task for F3-P3 [p = 0.003; F (1, 80) = 10.7], F3-P4 [p = 0.006; F (1, 80) = 9.1] and

F4-P3 [p = 0.007;  F(1, 80) = 8.5] (see figure 8B).
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Figure 8. EEG-Coherence of the Right-to-Left Hand Transfer. Coherence in the pre-

movement period (-1024 ms to 0 ms) between frontal and parietal electrode sites in the

alpha- (8 - 12 Hz) (A) and beta-band (18-22 Hz)(B) for the Learned-task (white), the Mirror-

task (grey) and the Normal-task (black). Bars indicate group means and standard errors for

the different conditions. *** = p < 0.001; ** = p < 0.01; * = p < 0.05.
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4.2 Left-to-Right Hand Transfer
4.2.1 Behavioural Data

ANOVA of repeated measurements revealed a significant TASK effect for both figure size [p

= 0.001; ε = 0.88; F(2, 14) = 12.7] and inter-trial variance [p = 0.47; ε = 0.58; F(2, 14) =

5.03].  Neither for figure size nor for inter-trial variance, significant differences were

observed between Normal-task and Mirror-task. Concerning the figure form, the analysis

showed a significant GROUP x FORM interaction [p = 0.05; F(1, 14) = 4.3] Post-hoc ANOVA

of repeated measures revealed that figure form of the untrained control group differed highly

significantly from the ideal value of 1 [p < 0.0001; F(1, 7) = 13.9]. By contrast, figure

performance of the experimental group did not significantly differ from the ideal form (figure

9A).

Concerning the figure size, the analysis showed a significant GROUP x SIZE interaction [p =

0.02; F(1, 14) = 6.1]. Post-hoc ANOVA of repeated measures revealed that figure size of the

trained control group decreased highly significantly from the ideal value of 1 during the

Mirror-task [p = 0.01; F(1, 7) = 11.6] (figure size of trained group: mean 0.7; SE = 0.06

versus value  of 1 of ideal size) and differed also significantly from figure size of the Learned-

task (mean: 1.01, SE = 0.06) [p = 0.01; F(1, 7) = 10.7]. By contrast, figure form of the control

group did not significantly differ from the ideal form in any task (figure 9B).

Concerning inter-trial variability, a highly significant interaction of VARIABILTY x GROUP

indicated that the experimental and the control group deviated differently from a perfect

figure copying that is indicated by a value of one [p = 0.04;  F(1, 14) = 5.0]. The untrained

control group revealed a larger variability [p < 0.001; F(1, 14) = 403]  as compared to the

experimental group [p < 0.001; F(1, 14) = 115; see figure 9C].
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Figure 9. Behavioural Performance of the Left-to-Right Hand Transfer. Behavioural

measures were taken from 5 selected subsequent trials (see Experimental Procedures). Bars

indicate group means and mean standard error. The ideal values of 1.0 (dashed line)

represents ideal figure performance (see Data analysis).

A. Figure size as estimated by width x height.

B. Distortion of performed figure form with reference to the ideal figure. Figure form was

calculated as ratio of height to width. Positive values indicate a horizontal, negative values a

vertical squeezing.

C. Inter-trial variability of figure drawing. The pixel area which was covered by the figures

drawn was determined and related to the area covered by the ideal figure. Prior to the

overlay, figures were adjusted in height and width to the size of the ideal figure.
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4.2.2 Neurophysiological Data

EEG-values did not reveal any significant differences between tasks in movement-related

potentials, power and alpha-coherence.

EEG-Coherence

Beta-band (18-22Hz)

A general TASK effect for the period 1000ms to 1200ms after movement onset [p = 0.017, ε =

0.57; F(2, 14) = 5.5]. Beta-coherence in the Mirror-task increased significantly as compared

to the Normal-task [p = 0.001;  F(1, 14) = 4.4] as well as to the Learned-task [p = 0.001; F(1,

14) = 3.9]. Additionally, there was a significant ELECTRODE PAIR x TASK effect of inter-

electrode coherence [p = 0.001; ε = 1.0; F(10, 70) = 4.57]. The Mirror-task showed significant

increases of coherence in comparison to the Normal-task as well as to the Learned-task in F4-

P4 (p = 0.001; F(1,70) = 20.7], F4-P3 [p= 0.001; F(1,70)] and F3-P3 [p = 0.0001; F(1,70) =

17.7]. Additionally, highly significant increases were determined for the electrode pairs

between frontal sites of the right and left side (F3-F4)[p = 0.001, F(1,70) = 106.7] and parietal

sites [p=0.001; F(1,70)=34.1] (see figure 10).

ANOVA of repeated measures revealed also a significant ELECTRODE PAIR x BASELINE effect

[p = 0.001; ε= 0.9; F(15,105) = 3.9]. Post-hoc one sample t-test showed that coherence

increased significantly compared to the baseline in the Learned-task in parieto-frontal pairs of

the right site (F4-P4) [t = 2.64; p = 0.03], between left frontal and right parietal site (F3-P4) [t

= 2.68; p = 0.03], and reached significance for the left-sided parieto-frontal electrode pair [t =

215; p = 0.06].

For parieto-frontal electrode pairs, significant increases of beta-coherence were observed in

the Mirror-task in electrode pairs between parieto-frontal sites of the right hemisphere (F4-P4)

[t = 2.24; p = 0.01] and between left and right parietal sites (P3-P4) [t = 2.72; p= 0.03]. Beta-

coherence values associated with the Normal-task did not differ from baseline.
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Figure 10. Beta-Coherence of the Left-to-Right Hand Transfer. Coherence in the interval

ranging from 1024 ms to 2048 ms after movement onset between frontal and parietal

electrode sites for the Learned-task (white), the Mirror-task (grey) and the Normal-task

(black). Bars indicate group means and standard errors for the different conditions. *** = p <

0.001.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Remarks on Data Interpretation
To investigate the reference frame that is used for intermanual transfer, the neural activity in

Mirror-task and Normal-task was compared with each other and with the Learned-task. The

use of extrinsic coordinates during intermanual transfer is assumed to be reflected in similar

EEG-data during Learned-task and Normal-task, but not during Learned-task and Mirror-task.

The coding by intrinsic coordinates during intermanual transfer is assumed to be paralleled in

EEG-patterns which reveal similar results in Learned-task and Mirror-task, but not in

Learned-task and Normal-task.

Moreover, it is assumed that the processing of acquired coordinates during intermanual

transfer concerns not only on the recall of acquired coordinates in their original unchanged

form, but also processes of coordinate modification. These processes of coordinate

modification are attributed to be reflected in observed changes between transfer task and

Learned-task.

To interpreted patterns of EEG activity and coherence as processes of recall and modification

of coordinates, one must be sure that changes in EEG-data between Learned-task and transfer

tasks do not result from general differences due to the processing of right and left hand

actions. One such unspecific effect is for example the more bilateral representation of left-

hand than of right-hand movements (Kim et al., 1993; for review: see Haaland and

Harrington, 1996). To exclude such unspecific effects not related to the modification of

coordinates only significant differences of EEG-patterns between the Normal-task and the

Mirror-task were considered. Differences between the Normal-task and the Mirror-task

unambiguously reflect task-specific modes of coordinate processing. In a subsequent step,

more detailed information about processes involved in coordinate processing is obtained if

brain responses of transfer tasks are compared to the Learned-task during which the

movement trajectory was reproduced in original orientation using the right hand. While

similar EEG-data during one of both transfer tasks and the Learned-task are assumed to

reflect the retrieval of unchanged coordinates, differences in EEG patterns between a transfer

task and the Learned-task may correlate with different modes of coordinate processing during

transfer tasks as compared to the Learned-task. Such different processes might involve

modification of previously stored coordinates, or alternatively the acquisition and encoding of

novel movement representations.

To verify whether specific EEG-data that are associated with the Normal-task and Mirror-task

reflect the processing of acquired coordinates, one must consider behavioural data.
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In case of a de novo acquisition of coordinates during transfer motor control would be like a

novel learned task. In this case, opposite hand trianing would not affect performance of the

transfer tasks. Behavioural data showed that right-handed as well as left-handed training

influenced the performance during both the Mirror-task and the Normal-task: control subjects

not having experienced a training of the figure drawing did perform worse in the transfer

tasks as compared to the experimental group. This finding indicates that subjects of the

experimental group must have had access to visuomotor information which had been acquired

during training of the figure drawing. Thus EEG-patterns of the Mirror-task and the Normal-

task that diverge from the Learned-task reflect processing of already established coordinates.
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5.2 Right-to-Left-Hand Transfer
5.2.1 Task Performance

As compared to the control group, subjects who underwent right-hand training revealed better

accuracy of figure performance a smaller inter-trial variance and a higher accuracy with

respect to the ideal figure during the Learned-task as well as during both transfer tasks. Thus,

it is evident that the untrained left hand profits from motor skill that has been acquired with

the opposite right hand. The pronounced effect (better performance) of right-handed training

with respect to inter-trial variability suggests that during intermanual transfer, acquired motor

commands are accessed.

5.2.2 Interpretation of Neurophysiological Data

5.2.2.1 Reference Frame used during Intermanual Transfer

EEG results showed profound differences in amplitude, power, and coherence for the alpha

and beta frequency bands between the Normal-task and the Learned-task. The Mirror-task,

however, differed significantly from the Learned-task only in alpha- and beta- coherence

between distinct brain sites.  Extensive differences in EEG-parameters between the Normal-

task and the Learned-task imply that additional computations are necessary during the

Normal-task as compared to the Learned-task. Few differences in EEG-parameters between

the Mirror-task and the Learned-task were taken as index that the access to acquired motor

skill is quite similar for both tasks.

These results suggest that the processing of intrinsic coordinates is mainly recorded during

transfer tasks. Similar EEG-patterns in the Mirror-task and the Learned-task reflect the recall

of intrinsic representations which can be assessed in their unchanged form. During the

Normal-task, by contrast, acquired intrinsic coordinates have to be modified and these

processes are responsible for the differences in EEG-results between Normal-task and

Learned-task.

Preferred storage and control of visuomotor tasks by use of intrinsic coordinates has also been

shown by psychophysical research (Imamizu and Kawato, 1998; McIntyre et al., 1998;

Malfait et al., 2002). In these studies reference frames used to store learned motor skills were

concluded from subjects’ behaviour. For instance, investigating intermanual transfer of hand

displacements, Imamizu and Kawato (1998) reported better performance for a mirror than a

normal transfer condition by the hand opposite to the trained hand, and interpreted the results

as evidence for representations of the initial learned task in intrinsic coordinates.
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In the present study, indication that right-handed skill is transferred by use of an intrinsic

reference frame comes only from neurophysiological results, but not from behavioural data.

Considering that the Mirror task is controlled predominantly by unchanged, the Normal-task

by modified intrinsic information, one might expect greater transfer effects in the former than

in the latter task because it is plausible that learned information in its unchanged form permits

better motor control than in its modified form. Surprisingly, subjects exhibited a similar

benefit for both the Mirror-task and the Normal-task. Hence, cerebral mechanisms of intrinsic

coordinate modification are capable of managing the Normal-task successfully.

5.2.2.2 Period of Coordinate Processing

Having in mind the long duration of task execution of three seconds, it is an intriguing finding

that task-specific effects during right-left hand transfer were observed only prior to movement

onset. This observation indicates that the processing of intrinsic coordinates can be attributed

to the planning of the ongoing movement.

Significant differences between tasks occur only in the late pre-motor period phase of

movement preparation, namely –300 ms to –100 ms prior movement onset. Movement-

evoked potentials in this period had been assumed to reflect the final stages of motor

programming, the scaling of ‘control signal to excitatory impulse’ (Slobounov et al., 2000).

Therefore, task-specific alterations of potentials indicate that coordinate modification affects

the final right handed learned motor program.

Behavioural results are in accordance with this assumption. Learning-related changes were

observed in figure size and form, but were prominent with regards to inter-trial variability.

Since improvement of figure and form was rather low (relatively to the decrease of inter-trial

variance), the changes of inter-trial variability might be interpreted as reflecting the

availability of acquired motor information (i.e. stable patterns of outputs to the muscles. rather

than as a consequence of acquired spatial knowledge).

5.2.2.3 Internal Representation of the Learned-Task

Neurophysiological data of each parameter obtained in the Learned-task did not differ from

baseline in any parameter which was investigated. This is surprising in particular in

movement-related potentials. The well-known pre-movement negativity, usually denoted as

Bereitschaftspotential (Kornhuber and Deecke, 1965; Kristeva et al., 1990) was absent.
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It is known that effects of practice of motor skill is paralleled by a decrease of negative

amplitudes, presumably due to an automatic task performance (Taylor et al., 1978; Fettaposta

et al., 1996).With respect to this finding, absent negativity of the Learned-task should be due

to the number of repetitions before scanning which led to an almost automatic task

reproduction and which demands only low cortical activity.

5.2.2.4 Coordinate Processing During the Normal-Task

Movement-Related Potentials

Movement-related potentials revealed task-specific differences in the period ranging from -

300 ms to -100 ms prior movement onset. A negative potential starting about 500 ms prior to

the onset of muscle contraction is known as Bereitschaftspotential (Kornhuber and Deecke,

1965; Kristeva et al., 1990) and is usually observed over the supplementary motor area

(Neshige et al., 1988; Bötzel et al., 1993) and primary motor area contralateral to the intended

action (Kristeva et al., 1990; Slobounov and Ray, 1998). With respect to these notes of

research, present data of movement-related potentials reveal several striking findings.

First, the negativity observed in the Normal-task was lateralized at central and frontal

electrodes to the left hemisphere, that is ipsilateral to the hand actually performing the

movement. Furthermore, stronger frontal activation during performance of the Normal-task as

compared to the Learned-task is apparently in conflict to reports of functional imaging studies

showing the reverse, i. e. enhanced activity in frontal areas during a learned task and reduced

activity in an untrained task (Grafton et al., 1992; Deiber et al., 1997; Seitz et al., 1997;

Grafton et al., 2002). However, in these functional imaging studies, activation was associated

with skill acquisition. Thus, stronger frontal activation during skill training as compared to an

untrained task might be attributed to the formation of internal representation of the trained

movements. The critical difference between these imaging studies and the present study is

that in the actual experiment EEG-data of the tasks executed with the trained and untrained

hand were measured after subjects had acquired the relevant motor skills, and therefore stored

information is available for the control of both tasks. Consequently, compared to the Learned-

task, increased negativity over SMA and left-frontal cortex during the Normal-task

presumably reflects specific processing related to the access of acquired skills, namely the

modification of learned intrinsic representations.

Following the view that negativity of the Normal-task reflects the modification of acquired

intrinsic coordinates, it is concluded that fronto-central areas of the left hemisphere as well as
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the supplementary motor area are critically involved in processes of modification of intrinsic

coordinates. This interpretation gains support from clinical reports. Patients suffering from

lesions in parieto-frontal areas of the left hemisphere and the supplementary motor area often

fail to write in the correct orientation with their non-dominant left hand, while writing in

mirror fashion with the left hand is still possible. It has been suggested that the impairment

results from the disability of reversal of right-handed motor patterns (Chan and Ross, 1988;

Rodriguez et al. 1989; Rodriguez, 1991; Buxbaum et al., 1993).

EEG-Power

Further evidence for modification of intrinsic coordinates in the Normal-task comes from

changes of EEG-power in the beta frequency band which was lower than during the Learned-

task at multiple sites. Decrease of beta power is an indicator of cortical activation related to

movement preparation and execution and has been attributed to processing of motor

information (Manganotti et al., 1998; Andres et al., 1999).

Topography of beta-power changes differed considerably from changes in negativity in

movement-related potentials, supporting the assumption that these events are generated

independently from each other and represent different aspects of cortical activation (Toro et

al., 1993). In contrast to the pronounced left-sided fronto-central negativity of potentials, beta-

power decreased at central as well as latero-frontal and parietal electrodes. Increases of

negativity were observed in the interval ranging from -300 to -100 ms prior to movement

onset. However, changes in power were found for the whole one second pre-movement

period. Considering of notes of experimental research that movement planning begins in

parietal areas (Graziano and Gross, 1998), the most obvious explanation for the different

spatial distribution of beta-power and brain potentials is that changes of beta power in parietal

areas might reflect early stages of movement planning while brain potentials in fronto-central

premotor regions are associated with later processes of movement programming.

According to the results for movement-related potentials, significant increases of negativity

were observed in the Normal-task only. However, whereas negative waves in cortical

potentials were predominantly observed over frontal sties, EEG-power revealed increased

activity prominently over the parietal cortex. A possible explanation for this observation

arises from the notion that changes of potentials were observed shortly (300 ms) before

movement onset, whereas EEG-power was associated with the pre-motor period beginning 1
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sec prior to movement onset. Present results support that the early stages of movement

planning begin in parietal areas (Gross and Graziano, 1998).

EEG-Coherence

Task-specific effects were also obtained for  EEG-coherence in the alpha and beta band. EEG-

coherence is a measure of inter-regional functional coupling (Rappelsberger et al., 1994;

Andrew and Pfurtscheller, 1996; Classen et al., 1998). Increases in coherence between pairs

of electrodes are regarded as intensified neural communication between cortical areas

(Manganotti et al., 1998; Gerloff et al., 1998; Andres et al., 1999). Decreased coherence can

be conceived as functional ‘disconnection’ (Singer, 1992; Bullock et al., 1995).

Coherence did not only differ between both transfer tasks, but also differed differentially from

the Learned-task. The Normal-task revealed a decrease of coherence in comparison to the

Learned-task. Taken that acquired intrinsic coordinates cannot be used in their original form

for the control of the Normal-task, decreased coherence during this task can be conceived as

neurophysiological correlate of suppressed interregional information flow relevant for

intrinsic representation of movements.

Interestingly, the decrease of beta-coherence was not restricted to frontal and central

electrodes that cover typical motor and pre-motor brain areas, but could also be observed at

parietal sites. According to the present analysis, this finding suggests a contribution of parietal

cortex to the transformation of intrinsic coordinates. This assumption fits the critical

involvement of lateral premotor cortex and posterior parietal cortex in the storage of

trajectories and in coordinate transformation. As shown by functional imaging, posterior

parietal cortex as well as lateral premotor cortex are essential for the storage of trajectories

(Shadmehr and Holcomb, 1996; Seitz et al., 1997; Sakai et al., 1998). Furthermore, the

parietal cortex is well known to be concerned with the transformation of coordinates and

recent data have shown that this transformation occurs also in the premotor cortex (Graziano

and Gross 1998; Kurata and Hoshi, 2003). Thus, the transformation (modification) of motor

patterns which are stored in lateral premotor cortex and parietal areas might be responsible for

the decrease of power at latero-frontal and parietal electrodes.

Furthermore, it is notable that the increased activity of brain areas was accompanied with a

suppression of network activity. This association provide evidence that an inhibition of

cortical networks occurs even when these areas are strongly involved in task performance.

Taking the strong benefit of right-handed training, the suppression of information flow within
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neural circuits might be conceived as an efficient strategy in motor control during intermanual

transfer.

5.2.2.5 Coordinate Processing During the Mirror-Task

Movement-Related Potentials

Similar to the Learned-task, negative amplitudes (Bereitschaftspotential)  were absent in the

Mirror-task – an observation which indicates that the recall of learned intrinsic information

permits a similarly automated task performance as with the trained right hand.

The positive wave over left frontal cortex which was visible only in the Mirror-task calls for

further explanations. Positive shifts of EEG amplitudes are known to reflect suppression of

cortical activation (Shibasaki et al., 1980; Pfefferbaum et al., 1985; Natio and Matsumara,

1994 and 1996). Because acquired extrinsic coordinates are not appropriate to control the

Mirror-task, the inhibited recall of learned extrinsic coordinate information might underlie the

observed positivity .

EEG-Coherence

In contrast to the decrease of coherence in the Normal-task with respect to the Learned-task,

coherence in the Mirror-task increased in parieto-frontal electrode pairs on the left

hemisphere. Taking that the acquired extrinsic coordinates need to be transformed during the

performance of the Mirror-task, increases of coherence in this task can be conceived as the

neurophysiological correlate of the modification of extrinsic representations. This assumption

is consistent with previous reported data in mental rotation tasks. Like in the Mirror-task,

extrinsic coordinates of an observed figure have to be transformed during mental rotation. The

coherence pattern between parietal and frontal sites (Silberstein et al., 1999; Rescher et al.,

1999) as well as the left-hemispheric involvement reported for mental rotation tasks (Voyer,

1995; Milivojevic et al., 2003) agree with the left-sided increase of coherence in the Mirror-

task and therefore support the conclusion that the modification of extrinsic coordinates

induces activation of cortical connections, predominantly in the left hemisphere.

Values of alpha- and beta-coherence in electrode pairs of the right hemisphere did not differ

between the Mirror-task and the Learned-task. This finding suggests that the processing of

acquired coordinates in the right hemisphere is similar in these tasks. Since it is the recall of

acquired intrinsic information which is in common in the Learned-task and the Mirror-task,

the connections of the right hemisphere might be particularly involved in the retrieval of

intrinsic representations.
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5.2.2.5 Interhemispheric Communication

As indicated by results of movement-related potentials, the left hemisphere is critically

involved in the preparation of the Normal-task. Given that this task is executed by the left

hand, it seems logical that interhemispheric projections are activated in the Normal-task

because left-hemispheric information must be transferred to the right hemisphere (which

controls the contralateral left hand). Indeed, a negative wave over the central electrode of the

left side observed in left-handed tasks indicates that the left hemisphere assists the movements

of the left hand via ipsilateral pathways.

However, this assumption does not explain the finding that coherence in the Normal-task

decreased as compared to the Learned-task. This paradox is explained best with the

interpretation that observed interhemispheric information exchanges reflect the cortical

mechanisms of coordinate processing. The modification of intrinsic information- as required

in the Normal-task- induces decreases of network-like activity and this reduction of

information flow concerns cortical connections not only between parietal and frontal sites, but

also between hemispheres.

5.2.6 Neurophysiological Data Under the Aspect of Task Performance

Since it is evident that the planning of the Normal-task depends on the modification of

acquired information, one may expect low transfer effects in the Normal-task. However,

subjects profit from right-handed training for the Normal-task with respect to each movement

feature. Therefore, the modification of intrinsic information in the left hemisphere permits

adequate for the control of the Normal-task with the ipsilateral left hand.

Neurophysiological results provided evidence that the Mirror-task is controlled by original

right-handed intrinsic information. This finding fits well with behavioural data that

demonstrates a similar benefit of right-handed training for the performance of the Mirror-task

and the Learned-task. Nevertheless, it is worth mentioning that the Mirror-task profits not

only with respect to inter-trail variability, but also with respect to figure size and form from

opposite hand training. This observation leads to the conclusion that the left hemisphere is

capable to modify acquired extrinsic representations in order to control the Mirror-task with

the left hand.
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5.2.5 Conclusions of the Right-to-Left Hand Transfer
1. The transfer of visuomotor skill acquired with the right towards the left hand is associated

with movement preparation and is coded mainly by use of intrinsic coordinates.

2. The role of the left hemisphere in the control of the Normal-task is due to the modification

of acquired intrinsic representations. These processes induce increased activity of cortical

areas and a decrease of information flow within intra- and interhemispheric connections.

3. The left hemisphere is also responsible for the modification of extrinsic coordinates in the

Mirror-task. However, this process is regulated by increased activation of network

activity.

4. The specific role of the right hemisphere in the control of the Mirror-task can be attributed

to a right hemispheric specialisation in storage and recall of intrinsic information.

5. High transfer effects in both the Normal-task and the Mirror-task reflect efficient

modifications of coordinates in the left hemisphere.
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5.3 Left-to-Right Hand Transfer
5.3.1 Task Performance

Behavioural results demonstrate that left-handed training affected performance of the Normal-

task and Mirror-task differently. An unambiguous profit of left-handed training was only

observed in the Normal-task. Better task performance in each parameter was determined in

subjects who underwent left-handed training as compared to subjects who performed the task

without previous opposite hand training. In contrast, left-handed training improved

performance of the Mirror-task only with regards to inter-trial variability.

The observation of a greater benefit from left-handed skill for the right-handed Normal-task

than for the right-handed Mirror-task indicates that transfer occurs in extrinsic coordinates.

Acquired extrinsic representations can be recalled in their unchanged form in the control of

the Normal-task, whereas they have to be transformed in the Mirror-task.

It is an interesting finding that the effects of left-handed training for the Mirror-task were

different for inter-trial variance and figure size. Contrasting to the positive effect in inter-trial

variability, acquired left-handed visuomotor skill influenced accuracy of figure size in the

Mirror task negatively. That is, subjects of the experimental group (who underwent left-

handed training) drew the mirror figure in a significant smaller form as requested, whereas

such a figure size reduction was not observed in the control group. The finding of a negative

influence of left-handed training on transfer performance on the Mirror-task fits in with

reports of Thut and co-workers (1996 and 1997). These authors investigated transfer of a

similar drawing task and demonstrated that left-handed training induced a decrease of velocity

in the performance of the right-handed mirror figure. In present study, however, it was the

parameter of figure size which was negatively influenced from left-hand training. This

observation might be interpreted as a failure in spatial processing, resulting from the required

reversal of the internal image of the figure. Alternatively, the reduction of figure size might be

interpreted in terms of Thut’s reports. One must consider that each trial of figure performance

was executed to pacing of a metronome. Hence, a decrease of figure size is equivalent with a

decrease of velocity and the reduction of figure size might be conceived as an indirect effect

of reduced speed.
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5.3.2 Interpretation of Neurophysiological Data

5.3.2.1 Reference Frame Used During Intermanual Transfer

As compared to the Learned-task, a strong increase of beta-coherence was observed in the

Mirror-task. The Normal-task, by contrary, did not reveal any significant differences from

corresponding values of the Learned-task. These patterns of EEG-coherence suggest that

mainly the processing of extrinsic coordinates were recorded during transfer tasks: Similar

EEG-patterns in the Normal-task and the Learned-task reflect the recall of extrinsic

representations which can be assessed in their unchanged form. During the Mirror-task, by

contrast, acquired extrinsic coordinates have to be modified and these processes are reflected

in increased values of coherence in the Mirror-task in comparison to the Learned-task. Thus,

the interpretation of behavioural data that transfer occurs in extrinsic coordinates fits exactly

with patterns of  the neurophysiological results.

Taking that the beta-band reflects motor information processes (Leoconi et al., 1997;

Manganotti et al., 1998; Andres et al., 1999), processing of extrinsic coordinates might be

attributed to neural circuits which code learned information of the motor domain. This

interpretation calls for further explanation because motor commands and the precise patterns

of motor output to the muscles have to be encoded coded by intrinsic coordinates (which

reflect the mirror-symmetry of the body). To understand the transfer in extrinsic

representations, it is important to consider the period which is associated with transfer (as

explained in the following).

5.3.2.2 Period of Coordinate Processing

Task-specific effects were associated with the period ranging from 1 to 2 seconds after

movement onset.. Hence, the processing of extrinsic coordinates is associated with control

strategies of on-line monitoring, such as feedback processing, detection and corrections of

errors.  The coding of motor processes in an extrinsic reference frame might be attributed to

higher level movement parameters, such as the coding of the distance and direction of the

movements (Buneo et al., 2000).

The use of eye-centred, i.e. so-called extrinsic coordinates during an actually executed task

has been well documented by experimental research (Carozzo et al., 1996; McIntyre et al.,

1997). Results of these studies strongly suggested that it is the actually perceived target that is

encoded by extrinsic coordinates. In the present study, however, extrinsic processing were

determined during intermanual transfer and it must be stressed out that these processes reflect
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coordinates acquired by the opposite hand. In other words, extrinsic coordinates can be

attributed to the stored extrinsic representations.

5.3.2.3 Internal Representation of the Learned-Task

In the period ranging from 1 to 2 sec after movement onset, beta-coherence in the Learned-

task increased significantly versus baseline. Thereby, coherence increased significantly

between parietal and frontal sites of the right hemisphere as well as in parieto-frontal pairs

that connected right and left hemispheres. Further, the increase of coherence between left-

sided parietal and frontal sites reached significance.

Increases of beta-coherence in the left-handed Learned-task indicates that information

exchanges via distinct motor connections are critical in the storage of left-handed visuomotor

skill. Present data indicates that connections predominantly of the right hemisphere are

activated. However, the increases between hemispheres lead to the assumption that the left

hemispheres is also involved in the repetition of this left-handed task.

A critical role of the left hemisphere in the control of the left hand has been well

demonstrated in experimental and clinical studies. Using PET (positron emission

tomography), acquisition of visuomotor skill by the left hand has been shown to be paralleled

by increases of activation in frontal and parietal areas of the left hemisphere (Frustiger et al,

2000;  Grafton et al., 2002). Furthermore, Halsband and Freund (1990) demonstrated that

patients with lesions in the left frontal cortex were impaired in visuomotor association

learning regardless of the hand used. These findings were interpreted as reflecting the

dominant role of the left hemisphere in motor information processing. The increase of beta-

coherence in electrode pairs including left-sided electrodes fits in with this view. In addition,

present data suggest that learned left-handed motor information is associated with the

monitoring of the actually executed task.

5.3.2.4 Coordinate Processing During the Normal-Task

In the period between 1 to 2 sec after movement onset, coherence in the Normal-task did not

differ significantly from corresponding values of the Learned-task in any electrode pair.

With respect to coordinate processing, absent differences between Normal-task and Learned-

task can be interpreted as an index of similar processing of learned extrinsic coordinates,

namely as a recall of learned visuomotor skill that is encoded in extrinsic coordinates. Under
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the topographical aspect, these results suggest that parieto-frontal connections which

represent left-handed learned information are engaged similarly during the repetition of the

left-handed Learned-task as during the control of the Normal-task with the opposite right

hand.

5.3.2.5 Coordinate Processing During the Mirror-Task

With regards to coordinate processing, changes of coherence in the Mirror-task can be

conceived as an indicator of changes in acquired coordinates, i.e. as a neurophysiological

correlate of the modification of acquired extrinsic coordinates.

It is an interesting finding that only beta-coherence, but not alpha-coherence increased in the

Mirror-task as compared to the Learned-task. These results can be conceived as support for

the notion that alpha- and beta-coherence reflect different networks (i.e. sensory and motor

networks) and indicate that motor, but not sensory networks are activated.

5.3.2.6 Interhemispheric Communication

The Normal-Task

Taken the preferred right hemispheric representation of left-handed skill, one might expect

that interhemispheric information flow increased as compared to the Learned-task during

execution of the right-handed Normal-task. Surprisingly, changes of interhemispheric

coherence between Normal-task and Learned-task were absent. There are two possible

explanations. First, one must have in mind that interhemispheric projections are engaged in

the left-handed learned task. Learned information of the right to the left hemisphere- as it

might be requested in the Normal-task - might be transferred via these projections.

Alternatively, it seems possible that subcortical pathways serve for the transfer of learned

right-hemispheric information to the left side during the Normal-task (Velay and Benoit-

Dubrocard, 1999).

The Mirror-Task

A critical finding of the present study is the dramatic increase of beta-coherence between

homologous sites in the Mirror-task. Increases of coherence between homologous sites have

been attributed to reflect interhemispheric information transfer as mediated by the corpus

callosum (Andres et al., 1999). Under this consideration, strong interhemispheric increases of
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beta-coherence demonstrate a critical role of callosal fibres in the mediation of motor

information. This finding adds to experimental findings that intact callosal fibres are essential

for intermanual transfer from the left to the right hand (Thut et al., 1996 and 1997).

It is an intriguing finding that the contribution of interhemispheric connections depends on the

orientation of the transfer task. Coherence increased in comparison to the Learned-task in the

Mirror-task only,  an observation which indicates that interhemispheric connections are

specifically involved in the Mirror-task. Therefore, interhemispheric connections are likely to

be responsible for the specific processes of coordinates. Since patterns of coherence strongly

suggest that left-to-right hand transfer occurs in extrinsic coordinates, the process of extrinsic

modification might be reflected in the critical role of callosal interconnections in the Mirror-

task.

It is worth to note that determined patterns of interhemispheric coherence fit with the

prediction of hemisphere-based differences. The hypothesis that the right hemisphere plays a

specific role in the control of the Mirror-task, the left hemisphere for the Normal-task predicts

stronger interhemispheric information transfer in the former as compared with the latter task.

Patterns of coherence fit in with this view. However, expected hemisphere-differences in

transfer tasks could not be determined here. The right as well as the left hemisphere revealed

increases of coherence in the Mirror-task (in comparison with the Learned-task and the

Normal-task). Thus, both hemispheres are involved in the modification of spatial information.

The strong interhemispheric increases of coherence suggest that information exchanges

between hemispheres play a critical role in these transformation processes.

5.3.3 Neurophysiological Data Under the Aspect of Task Performance

The Normal-Task

The improvement of the Normal-task from opposite hand training did not significantly

differed from the determined benefit for the Learned-task. This is well compatible with the

observation that activation of cortical connections did not differ between these tasks.

The Mirror-Task

The Mirror-task was characterised by a strong learning-related reduction of figure size. The

negative effect of left-handed training on figure size in the Mirror-task suggests that the

access and use of acquired left-hand skill during the Mirror-task is responsible for this
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finding. This means, because of the processing of extrinsic coordinates during intermanual

transfer performance, figure size reduction presumably results from the modifications of these

extrinsic representations.

As indicated by the pronounced increase of coherence between right and left sides,

interhemispheric information exchanges are critically involved in the modification of extrinsic

representations. Since the corpus callosum is known to mediate the communication between

hemispheres, present data suggests an important role of callosal interconnections in the

Mirror-task. In this context, observation of Thut and co-workers (1997) who investigated

intermanual transfer in patients with callosal damage are of particular interest. Compared with

healthy subjects, patients with callosal damage showed a superiority for left-to-right hand

transfer. This observation was interpreted to reflect missing callosal inhibition. With respect

to these findings, one might speculate that the negative effect of left-hand acquisition on the

Mirror-task is due to engagement of callosal fibres, namely due to callosal effects of

inhibition.
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5.3.4 Conclusions of the Left-to-Right Hand Transfer
1. The transfer of acquired visuomotor skill with the left hand is coded by use of extrinsic

coordinates that are associated with on-line monitoring of the actually performed task.

2. Both hemispheres are involved in the recall of extrinsic information in the Normal-task

and the modification of these learned extrinsic representations in the Mirror-task.

3. In the Mirror-task, the modification of acquired extrinsic coordinates induces an increase

of information flow in motor circuits. Interhemispheric projections are critically involved

in the modification of extrinsic motor information.

4. Learning-related negative effects (i.e. a reduction of figure size) in the Mirror-task might

be due to a failure in sensorimotor translation or due to  callosal inhibitory effects.
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5.4 Comparison of the Right-to-left Hand with the Left-to-right

hand Transfer
The comparison of results obtained during the transfer tasks after right-handed training with

data observed in tasks after left-handed training yields several interesting aspects that are not

evident when viewing data of one transfer direction alone.

5.4.1 Task Performance

Behavioural data showed that practice of right-handed as well as left-handed training led to

changes in task performance by the opposite untrained hand. However, different features of

movement transferred in different directions: Opposite hand training improved inter-trial

variability of the left hand, but affects predominantly accuracy of figure size of the untrained

right hand. Moreover, transfer revealed different patterns with respect to the performance of

the Normal-task and Mirror-task. A profit from right-handed training was found for both the

Normal-task and the Mirror-task, left-handed training, however, influenced task performance

negatively in the Mirror-task.

The observation of different patterns of opposite hand training for transfer performance with

the right and left hand demonstrates that transfer of training is not due to unspecific training

effects, such as a general familiarisation of experimental design, since such effects should

influence either hand equally. Furthermore, results demonstrate that each hand has access to

information learned during opposite arm training. Since different movement features are

transferred after right-handed and left-handed training, each hand uses apparently specific

strategies for learning the visuomotor task.

As indicated by the decrease of inter-trial variability during the right-to-left hand transfer, the

computation of the final motor output might be crucially employed during motor learning

with the right hand. In contrary, strong transfer effects with respect to figure size during the

left-to-right hand transfer suggest that spatial processes play a critical role during motor

learning by use of the left hand.

EEG-results revealed that transfer of acquired left-handed skill differed from the transfer of

learned right-handed skill with respect to the reference frame that codes for transfer and with

respect to the period of motor control. An intrinsic reference frame codes for the transfer of

acquired right-handed skill towards the left hand. Extrinsic coordinates are processed during

the transfer from the left to the right hand. With regards to the period of motor control,

intrinsic processing during the right-to-left hand transfer are associated with movement
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programming, extrinsic coordinates during left-to-right hand transfer control the actually

executed task.

Present results are in accordance with notes of experimental research that movement

preparation is closely related with body-related (intrinsic) coordinates, whereas eye-centred

(extrinsic) coordinates play the dominant role in motor control of the actually performed task

(McIntyre et al., 1996; Carozzo et al., 1996).

One must have in mind that the control strategy (movement programming and on-line

monitoring) as well as the processing of coordinates during intermanual transfer reflect the

storage of acquired skill. This means, right-handed skill is internally represented in intrinsic

coordinates which code for the motor plan, learned left-handed visuomotor information is

stored in a control strategy which is associated with the up-dating of the executed movement.

The storage of acquired skill in extrinsic coordinates is an intriguing finding: Eye-centred

(extrinsic) coordinates have been frequently shown to code visual information which is

actually perceived Carrozzo et al., 1996, McIntyre et al., 1998). In the present study,

behavioural as well as neurophysiological results in the left-to-right hand transfer are in

accord with the notion that extrinsic coordinates code for motor control strategies during

movement execution. However, these extrinsic coordinates do not code for actually perceived

information, but  reflect information that has been previously acquired during left-handed

training.

Last but not least, it is worth to mention that each hand makes use of established control

strategies of the opposite hand. This means, the left hand benefits from established strategies

of movement preparation (learned by the right hand), although the left hand favours

apparently on-line control strategies without opposite hand training. The right hand, in turn, is

controlled by left-handed feedback processes, although movement planning is a favoured

strategy of right-handed control.

5.4.2 Neural Systems of Coordinate Processing

The combined view of EEG-parameters permit insight into activation of cortical brain areas

(indicated by movement-related potentials and EEG-power) and activity of neural networks

(measured by EEG-coherence). Results suggest that networks and regional areas are

specifically activated in the processing of extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates

Modification of extrinsic coordinates are required during the Mirror-task. Both the right-

handed and the left handed Mirror-task revealed increases of coherence versus the Learned-

task. Neither the right-handed nor the left-handed Mirror-task were associated with changes in
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values of power or movement-related potentials. These results lead to the suggestion that the

modification of extrinsic coordinates - as it is required in the Mirror-task- is processed by an

increase of information flow within cortical connections. Furthermore, significant increases of

coherence versus baseline were determined in the left-handed Learned-task. Since left-handed

skill is obviously encoded in extrinsic coordinates, the communication between areas play the

critical role in the representation and the modification of extrinsic coordinates.

Modification of intrinsic information are presumably reflected in changes of EEG-data

between Learned-task and Normal-task. Differences between these two tasks were observed

only during right-to-left hand transfer and in each parameter. However, whereas the decrease

of coherence indicates a deactivation of neural circuits, increased negativity in movement-

preceding potentials and beta-power demonstrates activation of cortical brain area. Thus, it is

likely that the modification of intrinsic coordinates are processed on the level of regional

brain activation.
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5.4.3 Neurophysiological Data Under the Aspect to Task Performance

Different patterns were observed with respect to the effect of opposite hand training for the

Normal-task and Mirror-task. Right-handed skill affected both these transfer tasks positively;

left-handed training improved only the Normal-task, whereas the Mirror-task was negatively

influenced (namely by a reduction of figure size). These observations show that negative

effects during transfer occur apparently only in the left-to-right hand direction (but not in the

right-to-left hand direction) and only during the Mirror-task (but not during the Normal-task).

This finding replicates the reports of Thut and co-workers (1996 and 1997) who investigated

transfer effects in similar drawing tasks. In those studies, left-handed training results in a

decrease of velocity in relearning the mirror reversed task with the right hand.

Thut and co-workers (1997) demonstrated such learning-related negative influences only in

healthy subjects, but not in patients with callosal damage. On the other hand, healthy subjects

were superior to those ‘callosal’ patients in performance of the left-handed mirror reversed

task after skill acquisition with the right hand. These authors concluded that inhibitory

callosal effects are responsible for the disadvantage of the right-handed mirror reversed task

after left-handed skill acquisition, whereas callosal connections might facilitate intermanual

transfer of right-handed skill.

Present results are compatible with these views. Interhemispheric coherence increased

prominently in the right-handed Mirror-task, but reached also significance between parietal

and frontal sites during the left-handed Mirror-task. Hence, interhemispheric callosal

connections are engaged in the access and use of acquired skill in both transfer directions.

With regards to performance, however, the left-handed Mirror-task revealed a benefit of

opposite hand, the right-handed Mirror-task was negatively influenced- an observation which

adds to the hypothesis that callosal inhibitory effects occur during the left-to-right hand

transfer, but not in the opposite transfer direction.
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5.5 Coordinate Processing Under the Aspect of Models of Intermanual

Transfer
The present results are compatible with distinct aspects of both the cross activation model and

the callosal access model.

5.5.1 Cross Activation Model

The cross activation model explains greater transfer effects from the right to the left hand than

in the opposite direction. This model suggests that right-handed skill is represented in both

hemispheres, whereas information acquired by left-handed training is thought to be

represented in the right hemisphere only. As a result, interhemispheric information flow is

requested during the left-to-right hand transfer, but not during the right-to-left hand transfer.

In the present study, greater transfer effects in the right-to-left hand as compared to the left-to-

right hand direction were determined with respect to performance of the Mirror-task.

Neurophysiological results indicate that visuomotor skill is represented bilaterally not only

after right-handed motor learning, but also when the left hand is used during skill acquisition.

Nevertheless, patterns of coherence in the Mirror-task fit in with the prediction of the cross

activation model: The Mirror-task of the untrained right hand yielded highly significant

increases of beta-coherence between hemispheres in each electrode pair. The left-handed

Mirror-task increased significantly in comparison to the Learned-task only between parietal

and frontal sites. These results are in accord with the view that interhemispheric projections

are more critically involved during intermanual transfer of the untrained right hand than the

left hand. It must be stressed that interhemispheric communication in the right-handed Mirror-

task reflect the modification of acquired extrinsic representations rather than the mere transfer

of learned information  from the right to the left hemisphere (as it is assumed in the cross

activation model).

5.5.2 Callosal Access Model

According to this model, the storage of learned information in the left hemisphere. As a result,

interhemispheric projections during the repetition of a left-handed learned task by use of the

trained left hand, but not during subsequent transfer to the right hand. Here, behavioural data

demonstrated a benefit of left-handed training for the Normal-task of the right hand. Again,

results of interhemispheric coherence in Learned-task and Normal-task associated with the

left-to-right hand transfer fit exactly with the prediction of the callosal access model.
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Significant interhemispheric increases of coherence (versus baseline) were found in the

Learned-task, but not in the Normal-task.

Summed up, the present proposed mechanisms of intermanual transfer are in agreement with

the current models under the aspect of interhemispheric projections. Transfer mechanisms for

the Mirror-task fit with the cross activation model, the control of the Normal-task with the

transcallosal model. Whereas these models suggest that interhemispheric exchanges result

from hemisphere-differences in the storage of skill, it is assumed here that the need of

information flow between right and left hemisphere is due to the modification of acquired

coordinates.
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5.6 General Conclusions
1.   The transfer of right-handed skill towards the left hand is encoded mainly by intrinsic

coordinates which are associated with movement preparation. Visuomotor skill acquired

with the left hand, in contrast, is transferred in extrinsic coordinates that code for on-line

monitoring of the task.

2.   A hemispheric specialisation in coordinate processing is observed only in the transfer of

right-handed skill towards the left hand. The right hemisphere is specifically engaged in

the recall of learned intrinsic coordinates, the left hemisphere is dominant in the

modification of learned coordinates of both extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates.

3.    Modification of intrinsic coordinates (as required in the Normal-task) induces increased

activation of cortical brain areas. Modification of extrinsic coordinates- as required in the

Mirror-task- induces activation of cortical networks.

4.   Callosal fibres are involved most critically in the Mirror-task after left-handed training

Information flow between hemispheres is due to the modification of extrinsic coordinates.

Callosal inhibitory effects are likely to be responsible for negative effects of left-handed

motor skill on relearning the right-handed Mirror-task
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6 Summary
Acquisition of sensorimotor skill facilitates performance of the identical and mirror reversed

task with the opposite hand (Normal-task and Mirror-task)  The specific control of the

Normal- task and Mirror-task can be conceived as a specific use of learned information in

different coordinate systems. Intrinsic, body-related coordinates are preserved in the Mirror-

task, but must be transformed in the Normal-task. Extrinsic, object-centred coordinates are

modified in the Mirror-task, but not in the Normal-task.

To identify the neuronal correlates of coordinate processing during intermanual transfer,

EEG-recordings were obtained during the repetition of a trained drawing task (Learned-task)

and the performance of the Normal-task and Mirror-task with the opposite hand.

Behavioural data showed transfer effects in each task. As compared to the right-handed

Learned-task, the left-handed Normal-task revealed increases of negativity in movement-

related potentials and EEG-power and a decrease of EEG-coherence prior to movement onset.

The Mirror-task did not differ in general from the Learned-task. After left-handed training,

beta-coherence increased in the Mirror-task relatively to the Learned-task after movement

onset, whereas the Normal-task did not differ from the Learned-task.

The results indicate that right-handed skill is transferred in intrinsic coordinates which code

for movement preparation. The transfer of left-handed skill occurs in extrinsic coordinates

which control the actually executed task. The modification of intrinsic coordinates induces

increased activity of cortical areas and a decrease of inter-regional communication. Increases

of inter-regional information exchanges, in contrast, can be conceived as the neural correlate

of the transformation of extrinsic coordinates.

Concluding, different coordinate systems encode the intermanual transfer of right-handed and

left-handed skill. On the other hand, distinct brain mechanisms are engaged in the

modification of acquired extrinsic and intrinsic coordinates.
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Zusammenfassung
Motorisches Training erleichtert die Ausführung der gelernten Aufgaben in spiegelbildlicher

sowie originaler Orientierung der gegenüberliegenden Hand (Spiegel- bzw. Normalaufgabe).

Die Kontrolle dieser beiden Transferaufgaben läßt sich als spezifische Verarbeitung erlernter

Koordinaten auffassen. Intrinische, körperbezogene Koordinaten können in unveränderter

Form die Spiegelaufgabe kontrollieren, müssen jedoch während der Normalaufgabe

modifiziert werden. Demgegenüber werden extrinsische, objekt-zentrierte Koordinaten bei

der Spiegelaufgabe, nicht aber bei der Normalaufgabe transformiert.

Um die neuronalen Korrelate der Koordinatenprozessierung während des intermanuellen

Transfers zu erfassen, wurden EEG-Messungen bei der Wiederholung einer erlernten

Zeichenaufgabe (Lernaufgabe) und der Normal- und der Spiegelaufgabe der kontralateralen

Hand durchgeführt.

Die Verhaltensdaten ließen auf Transfereffekte in jeder Aufgabe schließen. Im Vergleich zur

rechtshändigen Lernaufgabe wurden Negativitätsanstiege der motorisch-evozierter

Potentiale und der EEG-Power sowie ein Abfall der Kohärenz bei der Normalaufgabe vor

Bewegungsbeginn beobachtet. Die Spiegelaufgabe unterschied sich nicht generell von der

Lernbewegung. Nach linkshändigem Training wurde ein genereller Kohärenzanstieg in der

Beta-Bande bei Spiegelaufgabe nach Bewegungsbeginn gefunden, während sich die

Normalaufgabe nicht von der Lernaufgabe unterschied.

Diese Ergebnisse deuten an, dass nach rechtshändigem Training intrinsische Koordinaten, die

die Bewegungsvorbereitung kontrollieren, den intermanuellen Transfer kodieren. Der

Transfer nach linkshändigem Training wird durch extrinsische Koordinaten kodiert, die mit

der Bewegungsausführung assoziiert sind.

Die Modifikation intrinsischer Koordinaten induziert verstärkte Aktivität kortikaler Areale

sowie eine Verminderung der inter-regionalen cerebralen Kommunikation. Demgegenüber

kann ein Anstieg des inter-regionalen Informationsflusses als neuronales Korrelat der

Transformation extrinsischer Koordinaten aufgefaßt werden.

Es wird gefolgert, dass einerseits unterschiedliche Koordinatensysteme den Transfer nach

rechtshändigem und linkshändigem Training kodieren, andererseits die Modifikation

extrinsischer und intrinsischer Koordinaten durch unterschiedliche neuronale Systeme kodiert

wird.
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